Demo 2  Nov. 15, 2018
[10 minutes ONLY]

Teams: 4, 6, 1, 5, 7, 3, and 2

You will need to have a power point with four or five slides only.

- **First slide**: the title of the project and the group members
- **Second slide**: the important assumptions
- **Third slide**: the software process model you used for your project
- **Fourth slide**: the technologies you used in the course project: programming language, database, operating system, IDE, Framework(if used), ...
- **Fifth Slide**: Division of the teamwork

Demo the following:

1. Admin logs in, add a promotion NOV18, it is 20% off for itemA. It starts Nov. 14, ends Nov. 16, 2018.
2. Registered customer Jane Doe logins, searches itemA, buys two of itemA and then applies the promotion in the check out. Show the final price for this order.
3. A guest purchases one itemA and three itemB, puts them in the shopping cart. Then he/she edits the shopping cart, change the quantity of A to be five. When he/she checks out, sees the total price and then decides to cancel this order before the confirmation of the order.
4. Show your database tables/schema